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The Lost Fleet: Beyond the Frontier: Leviathan 2015-05-05
one of the best military science fiction series on the market monsters and critics the lost fleet delivers thrilling combat on a grand space
opera scale now admiral john black jack geary embarks on a brand new mission to defend the alliance from itself in new york times
bestselling author jack campbell s latest action packed novel two syndicate world star systems have fallen prey to a mysterious fleet of
warships a fleet controlled entirely by artificial intelligence that is now targeting alliance space the warships are no mystery to geary they
were developed by his government to ensure security but malfunctioned if the syndics learn the truth the war with the alliance will resume
with a vengeance as the government attempts to conceal the existence of the a i warships and its role in their creation geary pursues
them treading a fine line between mutiny and obedience but it soon becomes clear that his fleet is no match for the firepower of the
machine piloted armada with the help of the dancer species of aliens geary has tracked the a i ships to their secret base in the supposedly
mythical unity alternate star system where his fleet the last hope of the alliance s future will end the conflict at any cost

The Lost Fleet: Beyond the Frontier: Dreadnaught 2011-04-26
view our feature on jack campbell s the lost fleet beyond the frontier dreadnaught the new york times bestselling series that delivers edge
of your seat combat elizabeth moon author of the vatta s war series the alliance woke captain john black jack geary from cryogenic sleep
to take command of the fleet in the century long conflict against the syndicate worlds now fleet admiral geary s victory has earned him the
adoration of the people and the enmity of politicians convinced that a living hero can be a very inconvenient thing geary knows that
members of the military high command and the government question his loyalty to the alliance and fear his staging a coup so he can t
help but wonder if the newly christened first fleet is being deliberately sent to the far side of space on a suicide mission

Lost Fleet: Beyond the Frontier: Invincible 2012-05-01
admiral john black jack geary was revived from cryogenic sleep to lead the alliance against the syndicate worlds but his superiors question
his loyalty to the regime now in command of the first fleet he is tasked with exploring the frontier beyond syndic space a mission he fears
deliberately puts the fleet and himself in harm s way an encounter with the alien enigmas confirms geary s fears attacked without warning
he orders the fleet to jump star systems only to enter the crosshairs of another hostile alien armada ignoring the first fleet s peaceful
communications this species sends its ships into battle while it guards the exiting jump point with a fortress of incalculable power now
geary must find a way to reach the jump point without massive casualties even though the enigmas could be waiting on the other side
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The Lost Fleet: Beyond the Frontier: Guardian 2013-05-07
admiral geary s first fleet of the alliance has survived the journey deep into unexplored interstellar space a voyage that led to the
discovery of new alien species including a new enemy and a possible ally now geary s mission is to ensure the safety of the midway star
system which has revolted against the syndicate worlds empire an empire that is on the brink of collapse to complicate matters further
geary also needs to return safely to alliance space not only with representatives of the dancers an alien species but also with invincible a
captured warship that could possibly be the most valuable object in human history despite the peace treaty that geary must adhere to at
all costs the syndicate worlds regime threatens to make the fleet s journey back grueling and perilous and even if geary escorts invincible
and the dancers representatives home unharmed the syndics attempts to spread dissent and political unrest may have already sown the
seeds of the alliance s destruction

Lost Fleet 2013
new york times bestselling author jack campbell continues his series of fast paced adventure sfrevu as the lost fleet beyond the frontier
continues admiral john black jack geary and the crew of dauntless have safely escorted important alien representatives to earth but before
they can depart for home two of geary s key lieutenants vanish the search for his missing men leads geary on a far flung chase ultimately
ending at the one spot in space from which all humans have been banned the moon europa any ship that lands there must stay or be
destroyed leaving geary to face the most profound moral dilemma of his life to make matters worse strains on the alliance are growing as
the syndics continue to meddle geary is ordered to take a small force to the border of syndic space but what he finds there is a danger
much greater than anyone expected a mysterious threat that could finally force the alliance to its knees

The Lost Fleet: Beyond the Frontier: Steadfast 2015-04-28
the alliance woke captain john black jack geary from cryogenic sleep to take command of the fleet in the century long conflict against the
syndicate worlds now admiral geary s victory has earned him the adoration of the people and the enmity of politicians convinced that a
living hero can be a very inconvenient thing the war may be over but geary and his newly christened first fleet have been ordered back
into action to investigate the aliens occupying the far side of syndic space and to determine how much of a threat they represent to the
alliance and while the syndic worlds are no longer united individually they may be more dangerous than ever before geary knows that
members of the military high command and the government question his loyalty to the alliance and fear his staging a coup so he can t
help but wonder if the fleet is being deliberately sent on a suicide mission
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Lost Fleet 2011
the first novel in the new york times bestselling lost fleet series the alliance has been fighting the syndics for a century and losing badly
now its fleet is crippled and stranded in enemy territory their only hope is a man who s emerged from a century long hibernation to find he
has been heroically idealized beyond belief captain john black jack geary s exploits are known to every schoolchild revered for his heroic
last stand in the early days of the war he was presumed dead but a century later geary miraculously returns and reluctantly takes
command of the alliance fleet as it faces annihilation by the syndics appalled by the hero worship around him geary is nevertheless a man
who will do his duty and he knows that bringing the stolen syndic hypernet key safely home is the alliance s one chance to win the war but
to do that geary will have to live up to the impossibly heroic black jack legend

The Lost Fleet 2011
legendary war hero captain black jack geary fights to stay ahead of his enemies in the fourth novel in jack campbell s new york times
bestselling military science fiction series deep within syndicate world space the alliance fleet continues its dangerous journey home under
the command of captain john black jack geary revived after a century spent in suspended animation geary s victories over the enemy
have earned both the respect and the envy of his fellow officers geary has made many risky decisions as commander of the alliance fleet
but ordering them back to the lakota star system where the syndics nearly destroyed them has his officers questioning his sanity it s a
desperate gamble that may buy the fleet just enough time to prepare for the syndics inevitable return even as he struggles to give the
fleet a fighting chance at survival geary faces dissent from within an unknown number of officers want a change of command but geary
knows that the alliance fleet must stand together or else the syndic forces will tear them apart

The Lost Fleet: Dauntless 2006-06-27
the lost fleet continues its perilous journey home badly damaged and low on supplies the alliance fleet is raiding syndic mines for raw
materials and captain black jack geary hopes they can continue to remain one step ahead of their enemies but the syndics are the least of
geary s worries when he learns of the existence of aliens with the power to annihilate the human race

The Lost Fleet: Valiant 2008-06-24
captain john black jack geary tries a desperate gamble to lead the alliance fleet home through enemy occupied space in this novel in the
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thrilling lost fleet series geary is convinced that the syndics are planning to ambush the fleet and finish it off once and for all realizing the
fleet s best and only chance is to do the unexpected geary takes the offensive and orders the fleet to the sancere system there a
multitude of possible routes home give the alliance fleet a better chance of avoiding their pursuers and an attack on the sancere
shipbuilding facilities could decimate the syndic war effort weary from endless combat the officers and crew of the alliance fleet can t see
the sense in charging deeper into enemy territory prompting a mutiny that divides them and leaving geary with the odds higher against
him than ever before

The Lost Fleet: Courageous 2007-12-18
admiral geary s first fleet of the alliance has survived the journey deep into unexplored interstellar space a voyage that led to the
discovery of new alien species including a new enemy and a possible ally

The Lost Fleet: Fearless 2007-01-30
two syndicate world star systems have fallen prey to a mysterious fleet of warships controlled entirely by artificial intelligence geary knows
that the warships were developed by his government to ensure security but malfunctioned if the syndics learn the truth the war with the
alliance will resume with a vengeance now geary must track the a i ships to their secret base in the unity alternate star system and end
the conflict at any cost

Lost Fleet 2013-05
view our feature on jack campbell s the lost fleet beyond the frontier dreadnaught the new york times bestselling series that delivers edge
of your seat combat elizabeth moon author of the vatta s war series the alliance woke captain john black jack geary from cryogenic sleep
to take command of the fleet in the century long conflict against the syndicate worlds now fleet admiral geary s victory has earned him the
adoration of the people and the enmity of politicians convinced that a living hero can be a very inconvenient thing geary knows that
members of the military high command and the government question his loyalty to the alliance and fear his staging a coup so he can t
help but wonder if the newly christened first fleet is being deliberately sent to the far side of space on a suicide mission
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Beyond the Frontier - Leviathan 2015-05-05
new york times bestselling author jack campbell continues his series of fast paced adventure sfrevu as the lost fleet beyond the frontier
continues admiral john black jack geary and the crew of dauntless have safely escorted important alien representatives to earth but before
they can depart for home two of geary s key lieutenants vanish the search for his missing men leads geary on a far flung chase ultimately
ending at the one spot in space from which all humans have been banned the moon europa any ship that lands there must stay or be
destroyed leaving geary to face the most profound moral dilemma of his life to make matters worse strains on the alliance are growing as
the syndics continue to meddle geary is ordered to take a small force to the border of syndic space but what he finds there is a danger
much greater than anyone expected a mysterious threat that could finally force the alliance to its knees

The Lost Fleet: Beyond the Frontier: Dreadnaught 2011-04-26
the war weary alliance first fleet commanded by admiral john black jack geary is scores of lightyears from human controlled space after
narrowly escaping the deadly enigma race they were sent to evaluate the fleet is facing a second even more hostile alien species in an
unknown star system geary is determined to make it home before danger can strike humanity again to fight his way out of the alien trap
all he has to do is hold the fleet together despite everything that threatens to break it apart

The Lost Fleet: Beyond the Frontier: Steadfast 2014-05-06
captain john black jack geary woke from a century of survival hibernation to take command of the alliance fleet in the final throes of its
long and bitter conflict against the syndicate worlds now fleet admiral geary s victory has earned him the adoration of the people and
enmity of politicians convinced that a living hero can be a very dangerous thing geary is charged with command of the newly christened
first fleet its first mission to probe deep into the territory of the mysterious alien race geary knows that members of the military high
command and the government fear his staging a coup so he can t help but wonder if the fleet is being deliberately sent to the far side of
space on a suicide mission

Invincible 2012-05-25
jack campbell s new york times bestselling the lost fleet sci fi adventure series has transported legions of fans out of this world and into
the heat of battle now readers will discover how it all began not only for john black jack geary and his descendant commander michael
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geary but for those who fought and sacrificed so much alongside them spanning from before the alliance syndicate war to the devastating
initial conflagration that would lead to decades of unremitting conflict and beyond into full blown war from the geary s own epic heroics to
where their surviving compatriots found their own fates this volume reveals the triumphs tragedies and life altering events that made
these warriors living legends in their universe packed with high stakes military action and drama as well as humor and humanity this
volume explores the foundations of the lost fleet series as well as past exploits of its most popular characters and also includes the
novelization of the lost fleet graphic novel corsair which was praised as a tom clancy thriller in space publishers weekly praise for the lost
fleet novels some of the best military science fiction on the shelves today sf site if there s ever a space war the lost fleet series could well
be the military s manual audible the whole series is worth a read fast paced adventure sfrevu

Dreadnaught 2011-09-09
the new york times bestselling series continues as admiral black jack geary returns to unity to save the alliance this time from itself the
master of military science fiction returns admiral john black jack geary carries evidence of crimes which could destroy the alliance he has
fought so hard to save now his battle weary fleet returns to unity the seat of the alliance government but instead of a hero s welcome he
faces assassination attempts and political threats his arrival ignites a furious senate trial and geary must use all his guile to ensure the
guilty are brought to justice without himself becoming judge and jury all the while forces lurk in the shadows poised to strike at any
moment unsure of who he can trust geary is sent on a dangerous mission to lead his fleet through the shattered syndicate worlds and
beyond to alien controlled space as the alliance faces the failures of its past black jack must confront its legacy distrust and rebellion

Rendezvous with Corsair 2024-01-23
defending the alliance the search for two missing lieutenants leads admiral geary and the crew of dauntless on a far flung chase ultimately
ending at the one spot in space from which all humans have been banned the moon europa any ship that lands there must stay or be
destroyed leaving geary to face the most profound moral dilemma of his life as strains on the alliance grow geary is ordered to take a
small force to the border of syndic space but what he finds there is a danger much greater than anyone expected a shrewd and powerful
enemy that could finally force the alliance to its knees praise for jack campbell s the lost fleet series once again the visceral action comes
fast and furious well up to the high standards established by this intriguing series kirkus reviews one of the best military science fiction
series on the market monsters and critics
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The Lost Fleet: Outlands - Boundless 2021-06-23
captain john black jack geary races to save a group of alliance pows from certain death in this gripping novel in new york times bestselling
author jack campbell s lost fleet series alliance prisoners of war are being held at a labor camp in the heradao star system which also
happens to be the location of the majority of the surviving syndic warships determined not to leave any of his people behind black jack
geary orders the fleet to strike hard and fast to rescue the pows with minimal alliance losses the raid is successful but victory is short lived
geary discovers that the syndics plan to ambush the fleet with their powerful reserve flotilla in an attempt to annihilate it once and for all
but he doesn t know where the enemy is located and as geary has the fleet jump from one star system to the next hoping to avoid the
inevitable confrontation saboteurs contribute to the chaos

Steadfast 2014-05-23
the lost fleet relentless found its way onto the new york times bestseller list now victorious leads the charge again and black jack geary is
in command as war continues to rage between the alliance and syndicate worlds captain black jack geary is promoted to admiral even
though the ruling council fears he may stage a military coup his new rank gives him the authority to negotiate with the syndics who have
suffered tremendous losses and may finally be willing to end the war but an even greater alien threat lurks on the far side of the syndic
occupied space

The Lost Fleet: Relentless 2009-04-28
after rescuing pows from a labor camp in the heradao star system captain john black jack geary discovers that the syndics plan to ambush
his fleet forcing him to jump from one star system to the next in an effort to avoid the enemy

The Lost Fleet: Victorious 2010-04-27
from the author of the new york times bestselling lost fleet series comes 11 action packed stories of space exploration in jack campbell s
lost fleet series campbell s hero captain black jack geary explores the furthest reaches of space here campbell explores what kinds of
problems mankind might face as our horizons expand the third in a series of collections of campbell s short stories includes some of
campbell s favorite stories and some of his earliest a brand new author s note accompanies each story lady be good is one of campbell s
most popular stories winner of analog magazine s anlab reader poll for best short story and cited in gardner dozois s year s best sf the lady
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be good is an old ship running obscure routes not all on the right side of the law with her loyal first officer kilcannon and reclusive captain
when kilcannon decides to rescue the survivors of an attack on a vestral company ship a mysterious new passenger thanks him by asking
difficult questions about the lady with unexpected answers in kyrie eleison the verio shipwrecked centuries ago on an out of the way
planet and the descendants of the ship s survivors have gotten along as well as they can by following the orders that were passed on to
them but those orders weren t intended to govern life on the planet s surface and when the bellegrange arrives on a rescue mission her
captain will have to reckon with the unexpected social order on the planet in do no harm a ship is so technologically advanced that it can
repair itself but turning over the keys might not be the best idea and in down the rabbit hole a series of failed attempts at faster than light
travel lead to a novel approach sending an untested naval captain out in a space ship to see if he can figure out what s gone wrong with
eleven stories in all ad astra is the most multi faceted introduction to the short fiction of jack campbell and an essential complement to his
bestselling book length work

The Lost Fleet: Relentless 2009
admiral john black jack geary fears the greatest threat to humanity may be itself in this gripping continuation of the new york times
bestselling series as far from explored space as any human has ever been geary and the alliance fleet are on their own protecting a
diplomatic mission in territory belonging to an alien species with still unknown motives his already complex and dangerous mission is
further imperiled by deadly challenges from other human factions seeking to harm or exploit the aliens when another alien species whose
technology is far more advanced than humanity s arrives the stakes are raised to the highest possible level only the most serious danger
comes from an unexpected source when presented with orders to carry out actions he believes not only are mistaken but would be
contrary to the ideals of the alliance geary has to finally decide whether he must invoke the power that his long revered name holds all the
while knowing that this might endanger his entire fleet tear apart the alliance and destroy everything he has fought for

Ad Astra 2013-02-12
日本統治下のアメリカで メカパイロットの守川は 特高の捜査官とナチスキラーを追うことに 二人は革命の渦に巻きこまれ

The Lost Fleet: Outlands - Implacable 2023-07-24
the new york times bestselling series continues as admiral black jack geary commands the fleet deep into alien space and leads humanity
to the galactic stage admiral john black jack geary faces the true unknown as he leads his fleet on a mission that could change humanity s
understanding of the universe itself having survived political warfare geary must lead a diplomatic mission to establish a new embassy
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with the cryptic but welcoming dancers but to get there his battle group and the scientists and ambassadors they re escorting must enter
space controlled by the mysterious and deadly enigmas carrying the burden of his own legend geary must cross hostile space with
saboteurs and assassins hiding in his crew he must embody the best of military leadership knowing every decision he makes will be
assessed on the galactic stage he must be the brilliant tactical commander and a man who knows the price of pulling the trigger

The Lost Fleet: Outlands - 2021-05-18
the new york times bestselling author of the lost fleet returns to the strong saga of a rebellion against a totalitarian regime and the
determination of two people to create a better future in the farthest reaches of the colonized galaxy the syndicate worlds continue to
splinter as more star systems pledge allegiance to president gwen iceni general artur drakon and the new government they re establishing
at midway but the toxic legacy of syndicate rule continues to undermine their efforts as the rebels encounter difficulty trusting one
another and believing their new leaders promises of freedom from tyranny before iceni and drakon can put their house in order they must
deal with an even greater threat an enigma warship has appeared and vanished near a syndic colony if the aliens are capable of jumping
into other human occupied star systems then billions of people could be vulnerable to a hostile invasion fleet anywhere they choose to
strike but an even greater vulnerability lies with iceni and drakon as a once trusted adviser turned saboteur plans revenge genre go round
reviews

サイバー・ショーグン・レボリューション 上 2020-09-17
the wait is over new york times bestselling author jack campbell continues his action packed spin off to the lost fleet series as the
syndicate s civil war threatens to spread even farther into the final frontier president gwen iceni and general artur drakon have
successfully liberated the midway star system but the former rulers of the syndicate worlds won t surrender the region without a fight the
dictatorial regime has ordered the ex syndicate ceos terminated with extreme prejudice and the system s citizens punished for their
defiance outnumbered and led by junior officers hastily promoted in the wake of the uprising midway s warships are no match for the fleet
massing and preparing to strike but the syndicate isn t the only threat facing iceni and drakon another former ceo has taken control of the
ulindi star system the first calculated move toward establishing his own little empire with drakon s ground forces dispatched to ulindi
midway erupts in violence as syndicate agents and other unknown enemies stoke a renewed revolt against iceni s power leaving both her
and drakon vulnerable to trusted officers just waiting for an opportune moment to betray them
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The Lost Fleet: Outlands - Resolute 2022-07-20
the stellar spin off to the new york times bestselling the lost fleet series continues as the syndicate s civil war threatens to spread even
farther into the final frontier president gwen iceni and general artur drakon have successfully liberated the midway star system but the
dictatorial former rulers of the syndicate worlds won t surrender the region without a fight outnumbered and led by junior officers hastily
promoted in the wake of the uprising midway s warships are no match for the fleet massing and preparing to strike but the syndicate isn t
the only threat facing iceni and drakon another former ceo has taken control of the ulindi star system the first calculated move toward
establishing his own little empire with drakon s ground forces dispatched to ulindi midway erupts in violence as syndicate agents and other
unknown enemies stoke a renewed revolt against iceni s power leaving both her and drakon vulnerable to trusted officers just waiting for
an opportune moment to betray them

The Lost Stars: Shattered Spear 2016-05-03
admiral john black jack geary may have saved the alliance only to destroy it in this thrilling and eagerly awaited continuation of the new
york times bestselling series geary believed in the alliance even when he uncovered overwhelming evidence that the highest echelons of
the government and fleet command were involved in secret programs and prison camps he believed it was worth saving and that his duty
was to see that justice was served even though some factions feared that revealing the truth would cause the alliance to crumble but after
narrowly surviving two assassination attempts when he brings evidence of the misdeeds to the capital star system geary realizes that
some have decided the easiest way to make the alliance s problems go away is to get rid of him he finds himself ordered to undertake a
perilous new mission outside of the reaches of human occupied space while the senate clashes over the evidence geary s warships must
escort a diplomatic and scientific mission across the dangerous disintegrating remnants of the syndicate worlds empire but even if he can
make it to midway star system the gateway to alien controlled space geary will face former syndicate officials who have rebelled and
regard the alliance with deep suspicion and that will be the easy part

The Lost Stars: Imperfect Sword 2014-10-07
a suspicious explosion on board the space warship the uss michaelson costs an officer his life and sets in train an investigation to discover
why the dead man was working alone at the time of the accident legal officer paul sinclair risks everything to expose a cover up to find the
truth and see justice done
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The Lost Stars: Imperfect Sword 2015-09-29
he swore to protect and serve now he has to choose between them when the american lunar colony was threatened he served his country
in battle but when high ranking officers betrayed him and his soldiers he had only one choice rebellion now sergeant ethan stark is in
charge of a rebel organization he never intended to create and the united states has just joined forces with its former enemy to insure his
destruction stark has no intention of compromising his honor even in the face of impossible odds he and his soldiers have no desire to fight
american forces but they are willing to pay any price to defend the rights of the colonists they were sent to protect now stark and his
soldiers must fend off deadly aggression from their own country without igniting a full scale civil war

Boundless 2021-06-15
ensign paul sinclair is assigned to the orbiting space warship the uss michaelson as the ship s lone legal officer when the ship s captain is
accused of ordering the destruction of a civilian research vessel and commanded to return to port for court martial sinclair must testify at
the hearing with his own future and that of his captain resting on a knife edge which side will sinclair choose to fight for

Invincible 2013
john g hemry s novels featuring lieutenant paul sinclair give sf its own jag sf reviews net now in the final novel in the series that melds
science fiction action and page turning courtroom drama sinclair finds himself fighting for justice once more and the danger is closer than
ever before after a long tour as legal officer aboard the starship uss michaelson paul sinclair is anticipating shore duty too bad it s
cancelled when a group of religious fanatics hijack a freighter and invade an asteroid fearing they could threaten the earth with asteroid
debris starships from several countries converge on the scene but their mission turns deadly when the south asian alliance opens fire on
the asteroid after the smoke clears paul suspects the michaelson s rules of engagement have been compromised suspicions that are
confirmed when ncis asks him to work covertly as a spy someone onboard the michaelson is selling secrets and to uncover the traitor paul
must walk the dangerous line between duty and honor

Burden of Proof 2012-02-10
from jack campbell author of the bestselling the lost fleet series comes stark s command the second novel in the gripping stark s war
trilogy sergeant ethan stark is placed in command of the us military forces that have overthrown their high ranking officers instead of
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issuing orders stark confides his hope of forging an army based on mutual respect now in addition to fighting a merciless enemy on the
moon s surface stark must contend with the us government s reaction to his mutiny

Stark's Crusade 2002-02-26
the americans were the first to set foot on the moon they intend to be the last the united states of america reigns over earth as the last
surviving superpower to build a society free of american influence foreign countries have inhabited the moon taking advantage of the
natural resources to earn their own riches now the u s military has been ordered to wrest control of earth s satellite from america s rivals
sergeant ethan stark must train his squadron to fight against a desperate enemy in an airless atmosphere at one sixth normal gravity
ensuring his team s survival means choosing which orders to obey and which to ignore

A Just Determination 2012-02-10

Against All Enemies 2005-12-27

Stark's Command 2011-09-09

Stark's War 2000-04-01
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